The Competitive Edge

The #1 Name
in Quality Gas
Unit Heaters
World-Wide

What is the Reznor Edge?
The Reznor Edge: Over 70 years of proven leadership and innovation in commercial, residential and
industrial unit heaters that others have only tried to copy. Our current generation of unit heaters is
superior to other manufacturers’ heaters. Here’s why.
Demonstrable, proven competitive advantages:
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Comment
25 - 400 MBH
European design with appliance grade finish
Fan and venter motor isolation for the quietest published
sound data
Most styles and options available in the market
More fuel efficiency means lower fuel usage for the same
capacity - means less expense
Smaller fan motors can be used because the specialized
heat exchanger design has less air turbulence
Smaller motors use less electricity
Less air turbulence relates to freer air movement
Specialized heat exchanger design is smaller which
means smaller overall volume
Specialized heat exchanger design is lighter
Installation is easier and goes quicker due to external gas
and thermostat connections
Easier to convert to propane (or natural gas) in the field
because it only requires one orifice and one spring kit
Most reliable unit backed by the best warranty (10 years
on the heat exchanger, 5 years on all other mechanical or
electrical parts)
●●First gas heater (1888)
●●First suspended, gas fired unit heater (1937)
●●First separated combustion unit heater (1950)
●●First concentric adapter (1965)
●●First high efficiency unit heater (1983)
The brand name that is synonymous with quality unit
heaters in the HVAC industry

For complete catalog information including submittals, energy calculations,
dimension drawings, and more go to www.ReznorHVAC.com or call 800-695-1901.
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